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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A gun for spraying charged powder consists of a hose
into which air and powder is introduced and a nozzle
assembly at the other end of the hose. The nozzle assem
bly consists of a funnel diverging outwardly from the
hose and engaged by the hose and a conical plug inserted

into the funnel and engaging the walls thereof. The cone
is provided with a plurality of spiral slots in the wall
thereof so that the powder traverses the nozzle assembly
through the spiral slots wiping the charged wall of the
funnel and being charged thereby.

This invention relates to spraying of electrostatically
charged powder and, more particularly, relates to an im
proved nozzle construction for charging and spraying of
powder.
Coating of objects with electrostatically charged pow
der with subsequent fusion of the powder into a protective
coating has many applications. Small objects are usually
introduced into a fluid bed of charged powder particles.
However, large objects cannot be handled in similar man
ner and it is desirable to provide means for bringing the
powder to such large objects.
Although it is relatively easy to-blow uncharged pow
der on an object, it has been found quite difficult to pro
vide suitable equipment for directing particles towards an
object and simultaneously charging the particles for elec
trostatic coating of the article. Apparatus for this function
are known as powder guns or powder nozzle assemblies
and both terms will be used interchangeably in the speci
fication.
In one nozzle assembly known to the art, a rotating disc

is provided in the terminal end of a nozzle through which
a powder Suspension in an air blast is forced. The rotating
disc is charged and by its rotation, whirls the powder and
charges the powder. However, this requires a driving
motor at the end of the nozzle which is both expensive
and makes the nozzle difficult to handle.
Another nozzle known to the art injects an air blast at
right angles to the powder stream to cause rotation of the
powder stream. This rotation brings the powder against
a charged surface for charging of the same. However,
in this nozzle, the complexity of additional air blasts un

duly complicates the nozzle assembly and it has been
found that the nozzle is more prone to clogging.
It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to
provide an improved spray gun for the spraying of elec
trostatically charged powder particles.
In accordance with this object, there is provided, in a
preferred embodiment of this invention, a gun for spray
ing electrostatically charged powder which comprises a
source of air to inject air into a hose. A venturi is pro
vided at the entrance of the hose to pick up powder parti
cles which may be charged or uncharged at the entrance
of the hose. At the exit end of the hose, a nozzle assembly
is provided which comprises a charging funnel which is
charged with high voltage. A plug is inserted within the
charging funnel. The plug is provided with a plurality of

spiral slots. The powder carried by the moving air stream
travels through the spiral slots and is charged during such

travel by wiping contact with the charged funnel. The

0.

cles which may be directed towards the large object to be
coated. An additional charging effect is provided by form
ing the funnel with a sharp edge at the exit end and addi
tionally by providing a conductive dish having a
sharp edge positioned adjacent to the exit end of the fun
nel to provide a gap therebetween.
Having briefly described this invention, it will be de
scribed in greater detail in the following portions of the
specification, which may best be understood by reference
to the accompanying drawings, of which:
FIG. 1 is a partially sectioned view of a powder spray
ing apparatus in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 2 is an elevation view of a portion of the appar
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ratus shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a partially sectioned view of another embodi
ment of a portion of the apparatus shown in FIG. 1; and
FIG. 4 is a partially sectioned view of still another
embodiment of the apparatus shown in FIG. 3.
In FIG. 1, there is shown an apparatus for spraying
electrostatically charged powder on a large object 10. The

apparatus consists of a fluid bed apparatus 12 which pro
vides an air suspension of powder 14 which may be
charged particles when charged from an electrode 16, the
potential of which is applied by high voltage DC gener
ator 18 via lead 20. A source of air under pressure 22 is
coupled to a nozzle 24 which blows the air into a hose
26. A venturi 28 is provided to pick up powder particles
from the suspension 14. The powder particles are blown
through the hose. At the exit end of the hose, a nozzle

assembly is provided which consists of a funnel 30 within
high voltage DC for charging of the powder particles by

which is mounted a cone 32. The funnel is charged to a
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coupling the funnel to the high voltage electrode 16 by
lead 34. As is shown in FIG. 1 and more clearly in FIG.
2, the cone is provided with a plurality of spiral slots 32.
The powder carried by the air blown through the hose
traverses the nozzle through the spiral slots. As the pow
der travels through the slots, the powder particles wipe
the walls of the charged cone 30. It has been found that
in this manner, very effective charging of the powder
particles is obtained and the powder spray can be direc
tionally controlled by movement of the funnel 30.
Specifically, in one embodiment, the cone 32 was
fabricated from brass stock with a base diameter of 2
inches and a height to the truncated apex of 1% inches.
The angle p was 66 and the angle 0 was 26%. Ten
spiral slots were provided, 36 apart. Each slot made
a complete revolution in its path from top to bottom in
the cone. The width of each solt was %2 of an inch. A
knurled knob 38 is provided purely for handling pur
poses. In most cases, the cone is merely inserted in the
funnel and is held thereby by the frictional engagement
with the walls of the funnel. Additional securement may
be obtained by spot soldering, dowel pins and like con
ventional fastening means. With this specific design of
the nozzle, the air introduced was ranged from 5 to 35
p.s. i. at the powder pickup and the gun was capable of
dispensing approximately 100 lbs. of powder per hour.
Since the funnel is charged, the outer surface may
be left uninsulated only for permanent installation or
mechanical control. If it is to be hand directed, the
outer surface must be insulated. It is usually perferable
to insert a protective resistor 40 to limit current should
the operator accidentally come in contact with any of
the charged surface.
The gun has been described in connection with a fluid
bed arrangement primarily because it is usually employed
with electrostatic fluid bed apparatus. However, the gun

assembly can be used with initially uncharged powder
from a conventional fluid bed since the precharging of
the powder has relatively little effect upon the gun's
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so that said powder is directed through said spiral slots
and wipe the walls of said funnel, and means for charg
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operation. It has been found that the charge has no
particular value in its travel through the hose. Similarly,
the hose may be utilized with other types of powder
supplies such as mechanical metering of powder into
the air stream. The charging is primarily and most effec
tively done at the funnel 30.
In some applications, it has been found that improved
charging may be obtained by using a funnel as shown
in FIG. 3 which is provided with a sharp exit edge 42.
The sharp edge augments powder charging as the powder
exits from the slot and passes the sharp edge of the

funnel. Additional augmentation of charging may be ob
tained by using the embodiment shown in FIG. 4 in which
the exit end of the funnel is provided with a sharp edge
42 and which includes a conductive cover plate 44
secured by fastening device 46 to the cone. The cover
plate 44 is conductive and is provided with an up
turned rim 48 having a sharp edge 50 thereon. As the
powder passes between the sharp edges 50 of the plate
and 42 of the funnel, increased effectiveness of powder
charging is noted. The embodiment shown in FIG. 4
is not normally needed but is oftentimes advantageous
when charging extremely small particle sizes and powders
which are difficult to charge.
This invention may be variously modified and em
bodied within the scope of the subjoined claims.
What is claimed is:
1. An electrostatic gun comprising a hose, means
for introducing air and powder particles into the en
trance end of said hose, a nozzle assembly at the exit
end of said hose, said nozzle assembly comprising a
funnel coupled to said hose and diverging outwardly
therefrom, a cone fixedly supported within said funnel
and in contact with the walls thereof, said cone being
provided with a plurality of spiral slots in the wall thereof

ing said funnel.
2. An electrostatic gun in accordance with claim 1

in which said means for introducing air in powder com
prises a fluid bed apparatus, a nozzle for injecting air
into the entrance end of said hose, and a venturi section
to pull said powder from said fluid bed into said hose.
3. An electrostatic gun in accordance with claim 1

10 in which said slots in said cone each describe a com
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plete revolution from the apex to the base of said cone.
4. An electrostatic gun in accordance with claim 1
in which the exit end of said funnel is provided with a
sharpened edge.
5. An electrostatic gun in accordance with claim 1
which includes a plate affixed to the exit end of said
funnel, said plate having a diameter smaller than the exit
end of the funnel to define a gap between the funnel edge
and the edge of said plate, the edge of said plate being
sharpened.
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
Patent No.

3,498, 540

Dated

March 3, 1970

Inventor(s) Steven T. Adams
It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent
and that said Letters Patent are hereby corrected as shown below:

In the specification, Column 2, Line 47 should read -- The angle Gi,

which exists between the axis of the cone 32 and the surface of the small

cone-shaped portion 37 thereof, was 66 and the angle -e-, which exists
between the same axis and the surface 39 of the larger frusto conical por

tion, was 26-l/29. Ten--; Cancel Claims l- 5, and substitute therefor

the following claims:
l. An electro static gun comprising a hose, means for introducing
air and powder particles into the entrance of said hose, a nozzle as
sembly at the end of said hose, said nozzle assembly comprising a
funnel coupled to said hose and diverging outwardly there from, a
cone fixedly supported within said funnel and in contact with the walls
thereof, said cone being provided with a plurality of spiral slots each

describing a complete revolution from the apex to the base of said
cone in the wall thereof so that the powder particles introduced by

said hose are diverted through said spiral slots and wipe the walls of

said funnel, and means for charging said funnel.
2. An electro static gun comprising a hose ; means for introducing

air and powder particles into the entrance end of said hose; a nozzle
assembly at the exit end of said hose, said nozzle assembly compris
ing a funnel coupled to said hose and diverging outwardly the refrom
and a cone fixedly supported within said funnel and in contact with the

walls thereof, said cone being provided with a plurality of spiral slots
in the wall thereof so that the powder particles introduced by said
hose are diverted through said spiral slots and wipe the walls of said
funnel; means for charging said funnel; and a plate affixed to the exit
end of said funnel having a sharpened edge and a diameter smaller

than the exit end of said funnel to define a gap between the funnel edge
In the heading to the printed specification, line 7, "5 Claims'
and said plate edge.

should read - - 2 Claims -- .
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